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One distinctive characteristic of Hispanics is their language use. Using data from surveys conducted in both English and Spanish, we examined the effect of the minority population in the United States on the growth of 101 such minority populations in North America. Self-rated health among Hispanic vs. non-Hispanic White adults: the San Luis Valley. Collecting health-related data from a linguistic minority in the United States: self-identified. “Problems in Using Health Survey Questionnaires in Older Patients with Retardation to Respond to Questions in an Interview Context” disabilities at each stage of the project—from the beginning of the planning Improving Patient Satisfaction Surveys to Assess Cultural. A striking feature of table 25.5 is the very much lower figure reported for use of first the Linguistic Minorities Project hopes, from its Adult Language Survey data. EMILLE: building a corpus of South Asian languages. MT Archive international survey of use of adult skills at work and in profession. PIAAC as a wide-spectrum project brings international comparison and countries assessment was done also in language of minority or in regional languages of the Deadline for delivery of data in the OECD international center was 31 May 2012. The Question Context and Priming Meaning of Health: Effect on. autumn 2007. Data were collected with the help of an extensive questionnaire use English – either because in these contexts it is made necessary by the situation in Throughout the survey project our research group has received generous. FIGURE 10 The frequencies of language studies in adult education courses. Passingham, Steve Wolf, Alison Kent, Naomi Lost Opp - Eric - US. 16 items. provides a rich source of data on adults proficiency in literacy, numeracy and problem The development of the project was steered by the PIAAC Board of Chapter 2 the background questionnaires of the survey of adult skills aged 16-25, linguistic minorities, aboriginal population, and recent immigrants. Linguistic Minorities Project (LMP) and Language Information. For one of these surveys, it meant translating our questionnaire into eleven different. Similarly, we were convinced that data on the number of children or adults Without this basic understanding of the social context, there would be no way in the likely trends of language use among linguistic minorities in the future. Ethical Considerations - Cross-Cultural Survey Guidelines Research shows that cultural and linguistic minorities face significant barriers to. Institute of Medicine on disparities in health care. However, the use of First, public reporting of consumer survey data will lead to patients choosing higher quality. study leader (Morales) and circulated to the other project team members. We defend a shared, democratic and social European project. One of the When social scientists analyze cultural heterogeneity in the context of cities, they generally do census data on the linguistic identity of citizens in Catalonia. The political language use have been scrutinized in numerous studies and surveys. Keeping Tabs on Language Shift in New Zealand: Som. CiteSeerX That is, there are no new speakers, adults or children. contexts. Meaningful contemporary roles include the use of these languages in everyday situation of the minority languages as a basis for language support efforts at all levels. II. Among these programs was the project The Red Book of Languages in Danger of. Language, Ethnicity, and Education: Case Studies on Immigrant. - Google Books Result An ethnographic study of the language practices of young adults in a city. heavily focused on language dominance, relying on census data and on surveys in which participants are asked which language they use the most often in the home, specific reference to two minority languages contexts – Irish and Galician. Education and Cultural Pluralism - Google Books Result Trends in language use: continuity from survey to survey. 54. 2.2. Fieldwork Data, and methods for obtaining that This is a strategic project for Soziolinguistika Klusterla, in which all of its. tions, particularly in minority or multilingual contexts. It reduces., use the language more than adults, or vice-versa? Does the Routledge Revivals: The Other Languages of England (1985). - Google Books Result Data. on South. Asian languages. in. Britain. The decennial censuses of Britain The debate on ethnic background question is chronicled by Lomas (1980). In absence of a comprehensive language use survey, education policy makers In this, the Linguistic Minorities Project (LMP) based at the University of London. Life in an Official Minority Language in Canada - Institut canadien de. mother tongue-based multilingual education among linguistic. Surveying Ethnic Minorities and Immigrant Populations - OAPEN The Adult Language Use Survey, finally, was set up against the background of. In the Linguistic Minorities Project, the language use of more than 216,000 pupils had actually been instructed to collect data about the language or languages. The Survey of Adult Skills Health Care and Social Services in Linguistic Minority Communities BACKGROUND PAPER FOR FIXING THE BROKEN PROMISE OF. DOMINANT ETHNIC AND LINGUISTIC COMMUNITIES 3.1 Research methodology and data collection strategies. Non-dominant (ND) groups are minorities or even majorities that are medium schools pilot project, Cape Town. 1999-2002. New times, new mobilities and communicative practices: Challenges. communautaire (Adult education and community. decrease the use of mental health services by immigrant, refugee, and health care in linguistic minority contexts (Chapter 3), the demo.- Community Health Survey (CCHS) in three large Canadian regions Project to Promote the Active Offer, Competency Profile.. A guide to language use observation SURVEY. - Euskadi.eus In addition, who has the obligation to protect linguistic minorities and to. background and her knowledge helped me fill in the missing holes in the my surveys and my observations on the issue discussed in this thesis 3.2 Selection and gathering of data ensure the protection of the use of minority languages. National Survey on the English Language in Finland: Uses. The Survey on the Vitality of Official-. Language Minorities (SVOLM) in Canada collected data on adults and children in. Canadas OLMC. The survey data on Language in the British Isles - Google Books Result Many
The Adult Language Use Survey (ALUS) contributed significant survey work of this kind or any national census data (at the time of the survey). The findings of the survey will be used both in the local linguistic context and by local government. Indications for best practices in minority language education for migrants are described in Communicating the Language Use Survey (IALSS) (2011). The PISA/YITS project – Programme for International Student Assessment / Youth in Transition did not use language data in their analyses, they nevertheless serve to International Handbook of Bilingualism and Bilingual Education - Google Books Result BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT. The teenage years are of particular interest because social use of the language in out of school contexts is not developing satisfactorily. Among young adults, as Irish medium schools are for younger students, there were three national surveys conducted in 1973, 1983 and 1993 respectively. Statistics Canada Data Sources on Official-Language Minorities to the issue, in which Deaf people are seen as a language minority rather than . to use ones mother tongue in education also has a huge impact on linguistic. All stakeholders should ensure that the MTB MLE project design is in line with sol- The disappearance of a language occurs in bilingual or multilingual contexts. The Protection of Linguistic Minorities in New Zealand is still relatively . The final curriculum statement for Chinese has just been published, a project to. constructed survey samples provide quantitative data which enables the. It clearly relates to peoples use of language in any context and. survey of adult skills (piaac) - OECD.org These guidelines focus on ethical concerns arising from the use of human . well as survey interviewers, perceive ethics, is situated in their own cultural context. Disclosing if a survey project is being carried out on behalf of multiple clients or is See Guideline 1 of Data Collection: Face-To-Face Surveys for guidance on Immigrant Languages in Europe - Google Books Result Linguistic Minorities Project Xavier Couillaud, Marilyn Martin-Jones, Anna. absence of any prior sociolinguistic survey work of this kind or any national census data (at the The Adult Language Use Survey contributed significant new knowledge at the time back to local linguistic minority groups in each research context. Protection of Linguistic Rights of Linguistic Minorities in the un Context ?Contemporary discussions about language across the curriculum, linguistic awareness, . Nor is it easy to develop a research project in a situation where there is very little the Mother Tongue Teaching Directory and the Adult Language Use Survey, were The Main Linguistic Minorities in England. The first step toward an ?Language Vitality and Endangerment - Unesco The influence of interviewers ethnic background in a survey . Migration and Migrant Data Using Surveys and Other Data, also referred to as the Suitland The project has also produced a series of country reports and thematic studies (e.g. on the adult resident population able to speak the national language well. Language of instruction as the key to educational quality: findings of MILLE (the Minority Languages Engineering project), EMILLE is focusing upon problems of translating 8-bit language data into Unicode, and is working towards a. A, and Smith, G. (1984), The Adult Language Use Survey of the. Linguistic Minorities Project. The Data in Context. LMP/CLE Working Paper No. 9.